
H2H3 RUN #433 – Saturday 14th March 2020 

 

Location:  Bridge 8 Klong Road- Tippawan - Samor Prong Temple 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.603789, E 99.929583 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/2J6A57VUmnaktEbL8 

Hares:  Big Macker Nacker & Rubber Duck 

Hash Snacks:  Pinoy Mucky Pup & Skippy 

Biermeister Team:  Jock Twat & Legs Wide Open 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Mudman 

Hash Scribe:  Tinks 

 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 41 

 

Pre-Hash  

I arrived at the run site which yse to be a large overgrown unfenced area with adequate parking 

to see a barren and fenced field with a solitary car parked in the middle.  In the absence of any 

HHH sign I continued into the temple area to find JT and LWO with the beer together with Butt 

Out.  After a follow up telecom with Hare Rubber Duck it was confirmed that we should be in the 

fenced area and so back to the solitary car which turned out to be the Lead Hare Big Macker 

Nacker.   We parked up and started unloading the beer truck as other hashers arrived.  Ballbanger 

advised that there wouldn’t be many from Cha-Am as they had chosen to avoid a gathering due to 

Covid-19.  The number of Hashers increased as 5:00 approached and 69 one of the I’m not going 

brigade arrived.   

 

Briefing 

Tinks called the gathered 

hounds together for the 

briefing of the St Patrick’s 

Day Celebration run by Hares 

Big Macker Nacker and Rubber 

Duck.  We were advised of two 

trails a walk of around 4.5 km 

and a Rambo trail of 6.5 km.  

One barbed wire fence, no 

hills, no dogs to worry about 

and an inquisitive heard of 

cows who opted to follow 

rather than stampede.  Usual 

trail marking, shredded paper 

on the right and yellow ties in 

the trees and the odd check. 

 



The Trail 

The pack set off in the direction of the temple and veered off to the left and within 200 metres 

came to the run walk split.  Not sure if all noticed this as some usual runners went right on the 

walk at first and probably some walkers ended up on the run by mistake.  The Rambo trail headed 

upwards through bush land and over rocky terrain before looping round to the right and back down 

through the trees and out onto a dirt road and a merge with the walker’s trail and a greeting from 

the Hares.  The trail then headed down the open dusty road and to a split sign with the walkers 

going right and the Rambo’s going left.  The Rambo trail the headed off uphill for some distance 

with the FRB’s eventually finding a false trail sign at the top of the incline.  The sign advised us to 

go back, surly not all the way back to the split or where was the last check.  So with Sodomy racing 

back downhill while Slime checked left though a landscaped area crisscrossed with white concrete 

fencing and found trail.  A few complaints from the FRB’s about the long false trail but now a 



pleasant trail over undulating ground and then onto flat land until we reached a merge point with 

the walkers trail.  The trail headed towards a tarmac road but suddenly veered right into a burnt 

shiggy area where the paper trail was a little difficult to follow.  Again Slime called the On On and 

it was in the direction of home.  We caught up with Cathusalem and then Spook and his gang and 

then No Names Joe and Gung.  The trail then did a sharp right and followed a white concrete fence 

line.  No paper to be found until the end of the fence line and then the trail went left and the 

right and eventually joined up with walkers out trail and an On In Sign pointing home.     

 

Post Run & Circle 

With most of the walkers back and the 

FRB’s having a flat last 2 km or so the 

beer box took a heavy pounding early on.  

No worries as JT was seen to be busy 

replenishing the cold box.  Pinoy Mucky 

Pup & Skippy hash snacks were also 

being devoured at pace.  Shortly after 

6:30 Tinks called the pack to order and  

circle started and the following down 

downs awarded together with acouple of 

christenings: 

 

Big Macker Nacker & Rubber Duck:  

Hares – good trails but lacking paper in 

a few places 

Big Macker Nacker & Rubber Duck:  

stand in for Hash snacks by Pinoy Mucky 

Pup and Skippy 

Dave Francks:  Virgin hasher from 

Loughborough UK introduced by Matron 

Brown Diamond, Buk, Best, Safe and VD:  

Returners together with Spook.   

Virgins Dream, No Name Peter, Visitor 

Dave: all caught teapotting 

Joe (IT with USPS), Gung (Teacher), 

Marianne (UN), Jai (Farmer), Peter (IT), 

Aomy (Restauranteur): No Name 

Hashers 

Jai “Muck Spreader’’, Aomy “Little 

Behind” subsequently christened, the rest to follow in due course. 

Spook: Pocket Billiards. 

Brown Diamond: Child neglect. 

Ballbanger:  Next week’s Hares, location the Cha-Am Forest Park  

Old MacDonald, Muck Spreader:  Leavers 

Virgins Dream:  Spike Milligan recital “Smile Infection”  



Blowjob:  Ernie recital and leaver.  

JT, Rubber Duck and all other Hashers wearing Green. 

Big Macker Nacker – Irish Joke 

 

The circle was then closed, the beer truck packed, and hounds ventured on to the On After or on 

home. 

 

On On 

Tinks 


